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Gold
Average $1,176

High $1,340

Low $1,050

Gold’s ‘negative’ supply/demand fundamentals coupled with reduced
investor interest will see prices trend lower in 2014. In spite of talk
of lower mine production, prices actually need to fall further for
marginal operations to bleed so much cash that they are forced to
close. Likewise for scrap again to drop substantially the price must
fall. Similarly, although some growth in global jewellery demand can
be counted on, gains would not match those in 2013 unless
consumption is stimulated by lower prices. This is true both for China
where the bar is now at a very high level and India, where a weak
currency and high import duties continue to depress offtake. The
‘surplus’ in the gold market between supply from mines plus scrap
and fabrication demand can only be reduced to a level that is
consistent with net bullion demand (from the private and public
sectors) if prices decline. This is particularly so because the
underlying appetite for bars and coins is waning and there is a
continued lack of interest from investors in other arenas. Even
though sales by existing ‘longs’ out of ETFs and the OTC market will
diminish, there is no convincing economic case for investors to buy
gold, especially given the probability of a stronger dollar, higher
equity prices and minimal inflation in the developed world

Silver
Average $18.72

High $22.10

Low $15.90

Like gold, the silver market is in a large ‘surplus’. But silver supply is
much less price-elastic than gold’s and the same holds true (in
general) for silver fabrication demand. As such, if investors’ demand
were to wane then silver would be in trouble, particularly as unlike
gold, there is no official sector buying to help support prices. It is
unlikely, for example, that retail investors will maintain such a high
level of coin purchases in 2014. Moreover, ETF holders, who have
hitherto held tightly onto their silver, may start to exit their positions.
The implication is that for supply to be squeezed, fabrication to be
stimulated and for ‘value investors’ to be incentivised the silver price
will have to drop significantly.

Platinum
Average $1,369

High $1,520

Low $1,260

Platinum prices are unlikely to escape from the gravitational pull of
the continued bear market in gold, although their downside should be
more limited. Looking at supply from mines plus recycling against
fabrication demand the market is already close to ‘balance’ and could
easily trip into a modest ‘deficit’ this year. This would be especially
likely if South African supply is curtailed either through strike action
or via production cuts. The demand side may be less positive for the
price as a modest uptick in the European diesel market is likely to be
offset by thrifting and substitution. Moreover, the outlook for
platinum jewellery in China is for, at best, modest growth. In
isolation, a tightening fundamental story would tend to give platinum
some upward bias. However, given gold’s troubles it is more likely
that prices will be under some pressure even though the
platinum:gold spread should widen.

Palladium
Average $747

High $840

Low $620

Palladium’s fundamental ‘deficit’ should continue this year as growth
in fabrication demand largely cancels out higher supply. Autocatalyst
demand will benefit from increased output of gasoline-powered
vehicles and further, albeit moderate, substitution gains. On the
supply side, an increase in autocatalyst recycling should be tempered
by a modest decline in mine production. The implication is that prices
will need to rise for holders of stocks to sell these to balance the
market. This is particularly the case given the probable absence of
Russian State sales. Of course, any swing to net purchases from this
quarter would be extremely positive for palladium.
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